
Laguna C-210 SC
Brief Summary
The Laguna C-210 SC is a package deal complete with boat, motor, and trailer. Laguna has thought of just

about everything you will need to enjoy a great day of fishing. Twin 20 gallon livewells and large fish boxes

are waiting to be filled. And the standard Mercury Verado 150-hp Four-Stroke engine will insure a thrilling

ride. The center console is equipped with Mercury’s SC1000 digital system with tachometer and

speedometer.

Price
Base Price

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
All railings 316L stainless steel

Molded fiberglass swim platform

Wood-free no rot construction

Hydraulic steering

SmartCraft technology

Deluxe cast stainless steel 3-spoke steering wheel with turning knob

Limited lifetime transferable hull warranty

Stainless steel pull up cleats

Custom trailer with LED lights, a fully wired ground system, and torsion axles

Hull accent color (Laguna Silver)

SmartCraft™ DTS

Leaning post

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

700 3.2 2.6 0.4 8.43 7.33 569 495 61
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

1000 3.5 3 0.6 6.27 5.45 423 368 67

1500 5.4 4.7 1 5.63 4.9 380 331 79

2000 7.1 6.1 1.7 4.27 3.72 288 251 78

2500 8 7 2.9 2.81 2.44 189 165 75

3000 10 8.7 4.3 2.33 2.02 157 137 78

3500 21.6 18.7 4.8 4.49 3.9 303 264 84

4000 27.2 23.6 6.2 4.38 3.81 296 257 90

4500 31.4 27.3 7.7 4.08 3.55 275 239 92

5000 35 30.4 9.8 3.57 3.11 241 210 95

5500 39.4 34.3 14.9 2.65 2.31 179 156 96

6080 43.1 37.5 18.1 2.38 2.07 161 140 98

View the test results in metric units
lagunac210sc-chart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 20' 6''

BEAM 8' 3''

Dry Weight 2,400 lbs.
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Tested Weight

Draft 14''

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom 17 deg.

Max Headroom open

Bridge Clearance N/A

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 75 gal.

Water Capacity 40 gal.

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck
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Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 3.2 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio 2.08 : 1

Props 17'' Vengence

Load 2 persons, full fuel, no water, min. gear

Climate 76 deg., 69% humid.; wind: 6 mph; seas: minimal chop
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Quality, Value, and Good Looks: Laguna C-210 SC

The C-210 SC sets a new benchmark for what is expected of standard features on a center console fishing

rig. This boat, motor, and trailer package has just about everything you could want before you set offshore.

Built with the latest designs and best materials including running strakes, vinylester barrier coats for prevent

moisture intrusion, and Carolina flare to deliver dry rides, the C-210 SC slices through waves, and features

a sporty feel with a 17 degrees deadrise at the transom.

Bow Features Abound

Standard features begin at the bow with a dedicated pop-up anchor cleat along with a dedicated anchor

locker with hanger and room for anchor rode. The bow casting area features an aggressive grip surface for

sure footing while reeling in your catch. The spacious locker in the bow is fully finished inside and out for

easy cleaning and there is a huge insulated box for storing your gear or your catch. A few well thought-out

features include the recessed bow rails which are out of the way of lines and the removable bow cushions

are easy to care for and have dedicated storage in the seat base.

Moving Back

There is plenty of moving space next to the helm which features a frameless acrylic windscreen that is

surrounded by a solid handrail which doubles as a grab rail. The black accent band at the base of the

windshield to conceal a space that is usually filled with dust and debris is a nice touch. Every Laguna comes

equipped with a standard Richie compass; Mercury SmartCraft SC1000 digital gauges are also a standard

item. Lighted rocker switches are protected by push-button circuit breakers and a 12 volt socket is available

for portable gear. A large 12” x 15” space to the right of the gauges is for adding more electronics. The

Verado powered hull uses Mercury’s Digital Throttle and Shift controls for easy, responsive performance.

Laguna makes steering nearly effortless with a three-spoke stainless steel steering wheel with a speed knob

for close quarters handling and hydraulic assist for handling. The leaning post seat with heavy duty grab bar

is equipped with four rocket launcher-style rod holders across the back and there is room for a large

removable cooler underneath. Under the helm are the tube drains for the drinkholders and the electrical

races with pull cords for easily adding more electronics. Back here there is enough room to add a Porta-

Potti for your fishing family.

Aft Cockpit

The aft cockpit is where most of the fishing action will take place and it is ready for you; there are standard

bolsters to protect your thighs, wide gunwale with two rod holders built into each side, rod racks below and

toe rails to lock your feet in when fighting a strong-willed fish. One feature that is found on all Lagunas that

we tested was multiple access portals around the boat for working with plumbing and electrical races which

will make any electrical or plumbing task simpler. Across the stern are twin 20-gallon aerated livewells for

multiple bait types and a fold-down bench seat for when you need a rest. In the engine splash-well is a raw

water washdown connection and access plate to the bilge pumps and water shut-offs. To cool off, you can

jump in and get back on board with the ½ platform on the port side with grab bar and three-step telescoping

swim ladder.
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Specifications

The C-210 SC measures 20’6” length overall with a beam width of 8’3”. She weighs 2400 lbs dry weight and

draws 14” with the outboard trimmed out of the water. This model carries 75 gallons of fuel for a full day of

fishing and is rated for a 150-hp super charged Mercury outboard on her stern.

Performance

I tested the C-210 SC on the IntraCoastal Waterways in South Florida and found her easy to handle and a

smooth dry ride. Best cruise speed with the 150-hp Mercury Verado was at 3500 rpm and 21.6mph for a

cruising range of 303 miles on a full tank of fuel. The C-210 SC reached a top speed of 43.1 mph on test

day.

The C-210 SC is a super charged center console with nearly everything you could consider standard as part

of the package!
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